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M/Y ESTRELLA DEL MAR 
TOUR 8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS 

ITINERARY " A " (MONDAY TO MONDAY) 

 
DAY 1. MONDAY:  BALTRA ISLAND –   SANTA CRUZ ISLAND 
 
AM: BALTRA. - On arrival at Baltra Airport all visitors pay their entrance fee to the 
Galapagos National Park. You will then be met by Estrella del Mar naturalist guide 
who will assist you with your luggage collection and accompany you on a short bus 
ride to the harbor to board Estrella del Mar. 
 
PM: BACHAS BEACH (SANTA CRUZ). - After a light lunch. will navigate to Las Bachas. 
Located on the northern shore of Santa Cruz Island. Las Bachas is a white sand beach 
that is a major nesting site for the green sea turtles. The name “Las Bachas” 
(“potholes”) refers to the indentations left in the sand by laying turtles or departing 
hatchlings. On the shore there are marine iguanas, and in the lagoon area flamingos 
are common. Visitors are welcome to swim from the beach. 

 
DAY 2. TUESDAY: SANTIAGO ISLAND –   RÁBIDA ISLAND 
 
AM: CHINESE HAT (SANTIAGO). - The genesis of the islands is easy to acknowledge at 

Chinese Hat. The coiled shiny structures of the pahoehoe-
hoe lava appear as if they were formed yesterday. Lava 
tubes run like petrified rivers and white sand from eroded 
coral surrounds the black rock, scenic falls short. Located 
on the Southeast shores of James this Island is a very 
symmetrical cinder cone. The contrast of colors and 
shapes of the basalt, rust and shine of its surface will take 
you travel back to Mars, if you’ve been there before. Did 
someone say penguins? We love snorkeling here. 

 
PM: RABIDA. - Galapagos offers a diversity of geological formations without 
boundaries. The island of Rábida has lavas rich in iron and after millions of years of 
exposure to air they have turned red. The rusted volcanic material has eroded to form 
a beautiful crimson sand beach, lovely for a walk. The protected shore provides 
excellent conditions for a Galapagos sea lions nursery and brown pelicans use the 
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nearby saltbushes as a resting and nesting area. Hawks and mocking birds are 
common visitors of the lowlands. Furthermore, you will find that snorkeling of the 
beach can be very exciting as sharks, rays and many colorful fish are often visible. 

 
DAY 3. WEDNESDAY: SANTIAGO ISLAND 
 
AM: BUCCANEER COVE. - In the morning, see the towering cliffs of Buccaneer Cove 
and keep an eye out for the hundreds of birds nesting on the edge. 

 
AM: EGAS PORT. - James Bay, also known as Puerto Egas, has magical shorelines that 
combine tuff cone, lava flows and organic sand. A rocky coast with a very gentle slope 
is used by a great number of shore birds and reptiles. Oystercatchers, whimbrels, 
sanderlings, turnstones, tattlers and other waders 
are mixed with marine iguanas and bright painted 
crabs to feed by the rich littoral zone. As grand finally, 
large lava tunnels, that are partially collapsed, are the 
houses of the Galapagos fur sea lions. The snorkel can 
be one of the best in the archipelago. Sea turtles 
feeding, parrot fishes, damsel fishes, white tipped 
reef sharks and many more. 

 
DAY 4. THURSDAY: FERNANDINA ISLAND –   ISABELA ISLAND 
 
AM: ESPINOZA POINT (FERNANDINA). - Fernandina is the youngest island of the 
Archipelago. As you disembark at Punta Espinoza, you must be careful not to step on 
the marine iguanas piled up together to retain body heat. This visiting site is rich in 
wildlife, sea lions, flightless cormorants, penguins, herons, Sally light-foot crabs and 
much more, all living side by side on this small point with its mangrove forest. 
 
PM: URBINA BAY (ISABELA). - Located to the south at the foot of the western side of 
Alcedo Volcano, Urbina Bay was uplifted in 1954 from the seabed leaving coral heads 
sitting out of the water. There is a large colony of land iguana, which has grown since 
the feral dogs and goats have been controlled through Project Isabela. It also affords 
an opportunity to see the Alcedo Volcano tortoise in its natural habitat. 
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DAY 5. FRIDAY: ISABELA ISLAND 
 
AM: ELIZABETH BAY. - Elizabeth Bay is a marine visitor site so the excursion is made 
by dinghy to the Mariela Rocks, where there is an important colony of Galapagos 
penguins. The dinghy ride takes you into a cove surrounded by red mangrove. Here 
in these quiet lagoons there may be green sea turtles, spotted eagle rays, golden rays, 
brown pelicans, small shark and flightless cormorants. 
 
PM:  MORENO POINT. - A lava walk takes you to a series of lagoons with plenty to see 
along the way. Darwin’s finches, Galapagos doves, penguins, blue-footed boobies, 

mockingbirds and flightless cormorants are some of the 
abundant wild life.  Still on Isabela, the largest island in 
Galapagos, you will explore Punta Moreno, a desolate 
and pristine landscape of impressive black lava flows 
affording good views of Alcedo and Sierra Azul volcanoes.  

 
 
DAY 6. SATURDAY:  ISABELA ISLAND 
 
AM: VILLAMIL PORT. - Upon returning from the hike, passengers 
visit the Arnaldo Tupiza Breeding Center, to see the giant 
tortoises.  Lunch is served upon their return to Estrella del Mar, 
and afterwards, those who wish to can go swimming in one of the 
coves of Villamil Port. In the afternoon the boat begins traveling 
toward Puerto Ayora.  

 
PM: SIERRA NEGRA. - After breakfast, passengers head for the Sierra Negra volcano, 
the second largest volcanic crater in the world. It sits in the southern part of Isabela 
Island. Transportation is available to the end of the road, followed by a 45-minute 
walk on a trail to the top of the volcano from where the caldera can be viewed. 
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DAY 7. SUNDAY:  SANTA CRUZ ISLAND 
 
AM: CHARLES DARWIN RESEARCH STATION. - The Charles Darwin Research Station is 

on Santa Cruz Island which is the main inhabited island in the 
archipelago, with a population of approximately 16,000. A visit 
to the station will increase one's understanding of the work 
being done by the foundation and the importance of preserving 
the Archipelago's ecosystems. A series of walkways takes you 
through the captive breeding program where you will see 
juvenile and adult tortoises from different islands.  

 

 
PM: TORTUGA BAY. - In the afternoon we land to visit la Loberia (sea lion rockery) and 
swim or snorkel of the beach. It is a refreshing end to a wonderful day. 

 
DAY 8. MONDAY: SAN CRISTOBAL ISLAND 
 
AM:  GIANNI ARISMENDY INTERPRETATION CENTER - The Gianni Arismendy 
Interpretation Center was opened in 1998 as a phase of the project Interpretation 
and Environment Education Project. Visitors enjoy expositions on natural history, 
human history, and conservation. The conservation efforts represent the movement 
to protect the wildlife and natural environment through means of population and 
tourist control. The Interpretation Center has an outdoor stadium, audio-visual 
equipment, and meeting rooms. Flight back to Ecuador mainland. 
 
 
End of the trip. 
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